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1) What social needs would

you like to serve by creating a

Mutual Aid Network?

Above all, it is crucial to Solidarity Economy STL that the social needs that we provide

are defined by the communities that we are working with. From the work that we have

done over the past year via door knocking, canvassing, direct action, growing our local

timebank, and convening meetings of leaders in the solidarity economy, we have

heard that some of the most urgent needs of our communities are:

1. Access to healthy and affordable food

2. Safe community spaces for youth and adults to connect

3. Restorative justice or other non-punitive alternatives to the criminal justice system

3. Access to quality education

4. Creation of local jobs that pay a living wage

For example, we are currently canvassing in a neighborhood in North St. Louis around

the creation of an ecovillage which would provide fresh produce for the community,

create local jobs and worker-owned cooperatives, and establish community spaces.

Although the ecovillage initiative is being led by HOSCO Foods Intl., a particular

member organization within the Solidarity Economy STL network, other members are

supporting the project by assisting with outreach efforts and working with residents to

develop their vision for the project. Ultimately, the course of the project will be

determined first and foremost by the residents of that community, with the support of

the Solidarity Economy STL network. 

Doing all of this work as a pilot site of the MAN would strengthen our work by giving us

the tools to exchange our time and resources with each other as well as other

members of the MAN. As a relatively new network, we are constantly looking for

alternative structures to implement our work. The MAN is a perfect match for us to

experiment with different types of monetary and non-monetary exchange with the

support of a global community.

MAN Pilot Site Application Form

http://www.solidaritystl.org


2) Please describe your goals

for becoming a MAN pilot

site.

One of our main goals for becoming a MAN pilot site is to closely link the work,

calendars, practices, and strengths of the various Solidarity Economy STL member

groups. We understand that the issues affecting our communities are deeply

connected, and that systemic problems require systemic solutions. None of us can

address these challenges in our communities alone. Ideally, our network is greater than

the sum of its parts, and each of us is finding ways to maximize our effectiveness

within while also supporting one another in the following ways:

1. Grassroots fundraising for core members

2. Encouraging members to become active in The Cowry Collective Time Bank

3. Expanding the scope of The Cowry Collective Time Bank to include other solidarity

economy practices such as Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), internal credit

circles, and the incorporation of businesses and organizations

4. Hosting regular social events and skillshares

5. Developing social justice campaigns that win policy changes or significant resources

to grow the solidarity economy

6. Establishing collective resources such as a library or a physical community center

7. Ongoing mentorship within the network to help establish new institutions and

initiatives

Being a pilot site of the MAN would allow us to create the guidelines and internal

structures needed to coordinate the many moving pieces of this work, and would also

put us in direct communication with people in other areas who have already had

success implementing particular models that we wish to replicate in the St. Louis

region.

3) What are the

demographics/characteristics

of the community you plan to

serve?

In order for the solidarity economy to make a difference in St. Louis, we have to

recognize the various ways in which the capitalist economy has decimated low-income,

Black communities through forced displacement, mass incarceration, police brutality,

intentional neglect, racial segregation, lack of access to quality education and

healthcare, and other forms of state-mandated violence. We strive to work with, and

not for, members of communities who are most directly impacted by these issues.

Despite the challenges that our communities face, St. Louis has a rich history of mutual

aid networks. There have been several examples of Black communities such as Mill

Creek Valley, The Ville, and other neighborhoods which have found ways to thrive

within oppressive systems through the creation of localized economies. Timebanking, a

practice which has experienced exponential growth in popularity over the last few

years, originated here in St. Louis in 1981 through the Grace Hill MORE Time Dollar

Network. Given our city’s history of creative resistance, it is only natural that we are

reviving and growing our solidarity economy.

4) What is the geographic

scope of the planned MAN

pilot site (e.g. your block,

town, city, state, watershed,

etc.)?

Although we hope to eventually grow into a regional network, our primary focus is the

City of St. Louis. We have approximately 160 members in the Cowry Collective Time

Bank who are spread throughout the area, with concentrated activity in both the North

and South side of the city. On the South side, we are engaging with the Cherokee

Business District in order to create a business-to-community timebanking model which

can counteract local issues such as gentrification. On the North side, we are actively

working with garden and farm sites to build a food system that allows urban growers to

coordinate volunteer hours, host timebank farmers markets, and distribute food to

residents in exchange for time dollars. The neighborhood in which we are working to

support the creation of an ecovillage is also located on the North side of the city. 



5) Please describe the

overview of your current

initiative(s).

Our work consists of three primary components: coalition and base building, campaign

work, and capacity building to support the work of individual members. 

Coalition and base building: This is our most critical piece of work, as it allows us to

expand and reach new people. So far, we have engaged a base of approximately 300

people through regular planning meetings, social events, canvassing, door knocking,

and timebanking orientations.

Campaign work: This purpose of our campaigns are to build political and economic

power in the region through the implementation of the solidarity economy practices at

scale and the opposition of policies and practices which further harm our communities.

Over the past year and a half, we have engaged in efforts to divest tax breaks from

local coal corporations, resist eminent domain in the 3rd and 5th wards in St. Louis,

transform the racist municipal court system, provide direct action support in the wake of

the Ferguson uprising, and oppose the construction of a $1 bil. football stadium.

Capacity building: This piece of work consists primarily of supporting our member

groups in a variety of ways, including assistance with community outreach (e.g.

canvassing in the neighborhood surrounding the proposed ecovillage site), sharing

interns with members of the network, facilitating collaboration among local and national

organizations, organizing trips to national gatherings (e.g. our St. Louis trip to the MAN

summit), and some initial fundraising assistance for core members. 

Currently, our primary initiative is to create an internal structure among our active and

informed members which will support our long-term goals. Creating this structure will

allow us to more clearly define our scope of work, governance principles, and

membership guidelines.

6) What pieces of the MAN

framework will you be adding

and why?

Though we already use timebanking through The Cowry Collective, we will utilize it to a

much greater extent within the MAN. Being part of a more robust and active timebank

will decrease our dependence on fiat currency, ultimately leading to more economic

independence. Internally, we plan to utilize savings pools, internal credit circles, and

other models of pooling monetary resources to achieve our collective goals. The

community investment assistance and project facilitation will also help us immensely

as we move through our process of developing our internal structure and governance.

Additionally, we are eager to experiment with robust budgeting and work redesign

assistance tools to adequately compensate people for their labor in both monetized and

non-monetized ways. 

7) Who are the

collaborators/partners/networks

that you plan to work with in

creating your MAN Pilot Site?

Our core group consists of members and organizers with The Cowry Collective

Timebank, Missourians Organizing for Reform and Empowerment (MORE), HOSCO

Foods Intl., and Citizen Carpentry. Beyond these networks, Solidarity Economy STL

consists of 30+ member groups which include small businesses, community

organizations working on a variety of issues, and other nonprofit organizations.

Nationally, MORE is an active member of the New Economy Coalition.

8) What is your proposed

decision-making process?

Based on our experience at the MAN summit in August, we are exploring how we can

incorporate consent decision-making into our internal processes. We are working to

solidify our decision-making process over the next few months. 



9) What is your proposed

governance structure?

As much as possible, we are striving to create a non-hierarchical, collective

governance structure that incorporates the sociocratic principles of equivalence,

accountability, consent, and transparency. More concretely, we propose the creation of

the following roles:

Projects: ongoing description of Solidarity Economy projects, players involved,

opportunities to help

Budgeting: treasurer team/committee dedicated to keeping track of exchanges, value,

and capital controlled by the group

Fundraising: active grants/proposal writing team seeking new and innovative ways to

make people full-time administrators

Outreach: connect and communicate with outside groups and organizations in search

of alliances, collaborations, and recruitment. 

Education: find conferences, national resources, infographics, research papers and

external resources to further educate those interested in Solidarity Economics

Envisioning: find, design, implement working models of cooperative/collaborative

economics internally

Marketing: branding, social media presence, graphic design

Internal Communication: coordinating meetings, managing the list serv

Our proposed idea for membership includes core members, auxiliary members and

allies:

(1) Core Members

Requirements of Membership:

-Must have completed TimeBanking orientation and be a functioning member of the

Cowry Collective TimeBank as defined below.

-Must complete 8 hours per month of documented Solidarity Economy work OR 8

hours per month of exchanges on the Cowry Collective TimeBank.

-Must have completed one Solidarity Economy 'Disorientation' session

-Must attend monthly Solidarity Economy check-in OR submit a monthly report

-Must attend a training to learn how to facilitate the Solidarity Economy 'Disorientation'

session and Timebanking 101 sessions

(2a) Auxiliary Members

Requirements of Membership:

-Must attend one Solidarity Economy check-in

-Must be an active member of Cowry Collective Time Bank (three exchanges monthly)

-Must have completed one Solidarity Economy 'Disorientation' session

(2b) Allies

Requirements of Alliance:

-Must send an organizational representative to a monthly check-in OR submit a

monthly report

-Must be willing to accept Time Banking as one form of compensation



10) What is your proposed

stewardship succession

plan?

Our strategy for maintaining the sustainability of Solidarity Economy STL is to ensure

that each of the roles within the network are rotated on a regular basis so that people

are being trained to perform each function. For example, a project manager will

perform their duties of maintaining a list of ongoing solidarity economy projects for 4

months, and spend their final month training the next core member to fulfill that role. By

building in rotated roles and training responsibilities into core membership, we hope to

create enough flexibility to allow people to step into roles when additional capacity is

needed. As it stands, we have approximately 7-10 individuals and 3-4 organizations

who are involved in the internal organizing for Solidarity Economy STL, and any of the

5 individuals listed as “team members” in this application could step in to be a pilot site

steward if necessary. Ultimately, we hope to apply this model to every aspect of the

network so that we are finding ways to decentralize and diversify our work, funding

sources, orientation processes, and outreach methods.

11) What are your strengths

(e.g, infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

Our primary strength is that we have a core group of dedicated members who possess

a wide range of experiences, interest, and skills. Just among the 7-10 individuals and

3-4 organizations who are involved in the internal organizing for Solidarity Economy

STL, we possess knowledge and expertise in grassroots community organizing, direct

action, fundraising, entrepreneurship, urban farming, youth mentorship, alternative

currency, community arts training, job training programs, and many other community-

led initiatives. We have one full-time organizer through the support of MORE and are

actively looking to increase our capacity. Locally and nationally, we are closely

connected to community organizations, coalitions, timebanks, and foundations who are

dedicated to building the solidarity economy. 

12) In what areas do you need

assistance (e.g,

infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

We are currently seeking assistance with establishing our internal infrastructure, which

includes governance, decision-making processes, and membership guidelines. We are

also looking to significantly expand The Cowry Collective Time Bank and need

assistance with growing our membership, structuring our programs, and identifying

funding sources to increase our organizing capacity.


